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ABSTRACT.
The biological effects of discharges from combined or separated sewer s y s tems
are difficult to assess or to predict due to variahiliti es in concentrat ions,
environmental
condi tions,
mo rphometry,
s u s cept i bili ty
of organis ms ,
seasonality and o~her factors. A g eneral discuss i on of the problem results in
an outline of two approach es . The first approach is to general i ze field
experiences and some examples of results are presented and explained. Notabl y
site-specific conditions are s hown to overshadow effects of discharges for
many of the biological components in the ecosy ste m. The secend approach is to
perfarm taxicity tests which account for the tempor al and spatia l s cales
encountered in the field and for the relev ant concentr atien lev e l s.

KEYWORDS
Biological effects ; bic-indicators ; acut e toxicity; chronic t ox i c i t y ; comb i neà
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INTRODUeTION
Increasingly waste-waters are being t reated befare discharge into receiv ing
waters. Concomitantly t h e relative cont:::-ibution of t h e remain i ng s ourees of
pollution increases and more a ttention to thei r effects is paid in research
and control . Among these sourees the discharges f rom c ombined a nd sepa r ated
sewer systems are frequently important, especia lly near urban o r industrial
areas. The effects of combin ed sewer overflows or storm wate r d i s charges upon
the rece iving waters are inherentl y transient i n nature , and it has been
recognised that phys i cal a nd chemical characteristics of the disch arges or t h e
receiving water as such provide limited i nsight into the potentially detrimental
effects on the level of population s of a quatic organisms or of the ecosystem.
Mathematical rnade l ing has cont r ibuted significan t l y to t he ins i ght i nt o the
frequency distribution of physico-chemical effects, but biological effects are
still poorly amenable to predietien by modeling . Hence techniqu es , o r rathe r
approaches to assess harmful e ffec ts on the biota, are much in d e mand as the
loss o~ function of the receiving water at least partially i s r e lated to the
biological quality .
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time scale

OBJECTIVES
decode
accumutat1on 1n sed1ments

The objective of this paper is to discuss and illustrate how potential harmful
effects of CSO's and storm water discharges can be assessed at the population
and ecosystem level and predicted by appropriate tests, the use of bicindicators and the generalisation of field experiences.
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DISCUSS ION OF THE PROBLEM
Various and complicated problems are encountered when this task is considered.
The complexity is due to:
- the variability in time, space and intensity of the loading and the
concomitant effects
- the variety of processes affecting water quality determinants and the wide
range of time constants for these processes
- the complex and variable composition of the discharged polluted water
- the differences in susceptibility to actverse environmental conditions for
the var ious organisms living in water or
sediments in relation to their
specific life cycles, habitat sel ection, feeding habits etc.
- the seasonal and ether variations in environmental conditions and the
natural response of populations and ecosystems to such variatien even in the
absence of any pollution
- the variability due to differences in morphometry, sediment and water
properties , flow regimes, dilution rates and ether relevant site-specific
conditions.
These factor s exert their influence upon the ultimate systems response in an
interactive way. Same of these interactions are shown in Figure 1 in which the
spatial and temporal scales of effects in recei~ing wa~ers are shown
qualitatively. These effects are the result
of the ~nteract~on of proce7ses
in the receiving water (transport, sedimentation, decay) and of response t~mes
of species or communities. The figure is far from complete but it illustrates
that effects related to dynamic, high rate processes require a high frequency
sampling or continuous monitoring in the vicinity of the outlet, whereas more
chronic effects associated with slow processes can be observed more or less
apart from the individual storm event and on a wider spatial scale. From this
it will be self-evident that biological indicators for irnmediate or more
chronic effects should be selected on the basis of their generation time as a
first criterion.
Further it will be clear that differences in flow conditions
will dominate
over ether factors . Th is is a l ready true for non-polluted systems: running
waters harbeur quite different communities than stagnant or semi-stagnant
systems . Also the recovery of a system after a disturbance will depend
strongly on the flow conditions and the opportunities for recolonisation from
upstream areas.
Biological effects that can be expected to occur include:
- wash out of organisms with the water and scour of organ~sms out of the
sediments (comparable to catastrophic drift);
taxicity effects of micropollutants;
- reduction of DO resulting in die off of organ~sms;
- turbidity, reducing primary product~vity~ but also
- stimulation of plant growth by nutr~ ent ~nput, etc.
The duration and level of the actverse concentrations may lead to acute
toxicitv effects, but generally chronic effects due to prolonged exposure at
lew concentrations of micropollutants are more likely
to occur than acute
consequences. Low oxygen concentrations, however, car; be exp~cted shortly
after an overflow event and can be very harmful for f~sh, pa~t~cularly when
these conditions are prolonged . Even prolonged exposure ~f f~sh to modera~e
deficits has been shown to have comparable effects. Th~s h~s r7sulted ~n
recommended standards for DO as a tunetion of ex~os~re t~me ~n Den~ark
(Hvitved-Jacobsen, 1986), which is ·probably toa soph~st~cated for pract~cal
management. More important is the concept to relateo st~ndards to recurre~ce
time as proposed by the same author. Th is concept ~~ ~m~ortant ~n relat~on
with the generation time of organisms: a long generat~on t~me requ~res a long
return period for actverse conditions to become acceptable.
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Relation between the rates of processes and the spatial scale of
the effects (from: Aalderink and Lijklema, 1985).

Ideally, impact studies would require controls in both time and space (Gree:1,
1978). This is se because evidence for an effect must be basedon changes that

occurred in the test area, but nat in the control area. Such a set up wculd
allow for factorial design. However in the real world generally impacts have
al ready occur·red near the outlet, unless a new discharge ~s being studie~·
Hence a rigoreus statistical approach is nat possible. Grad~ents observed ~n
the bictic cornrnunity in the affected area may be used to interpret impacts.
As te the choice of indicator or test organisms , it will be evident from
inspeetion of Figure 1 that more permanent effects can be expected to show up
in the bottorn dwelling organisms because in the sediments pollutants tend te
accuroulate and adverse conditions are more permanent. Short term effects would
show up
predominantly in short living organisms in the water phase. Fish,
with their complex interactions in the food web and mobile character, would
exhibit bath acute and chronic effects. It should be noted that effects en the
level of individual animals such as small changes in metabolic rates er yields
may remain impe r ceptible, but they may show up in the next level of
integration: population dynamics (Halbach,
1984).
Extrapolation of this
observation leads te t.he conclusion that no-effect levels will be even lower
for the ecosystem. Hence interpretation of field data or test results on the
level of isolated organisms or species should be made with caution.
THO APPROACHES
Consictering the variability in t i me, space, effluent composition, the sitespecific conditions and the lack of detailed knowledge of the interacting
physical, chemical and biological processes, no uniform, simole and unbiassed
methodology is available to assess, to evaluate and te predict harmful effects
on the biological s ystern. In the apinion of the authors the problem can be
approached from two different sides , each with their lirnitations but rnutually
more er less supplementary.
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The first app~oach: Evaluation and generalization of field experiences.
The basic idea ~s that from a large data set of effects u pon several
organisms, including spati al and temporal gradients and different combinations
of sewer system, morphometry of receiving water, season etc. a general
insight can be obtained into the extent a nd duration of impacts . The condit i ons
to be expected at a specific site can be i n ferred from the existing experience
by analogy and ooropared to what is desirable and acceptable. Alternatively the
position of an obj ect in the reference frame werk can be assessed and ooropared
and the changes to be expected from management measures indicated. The task
involves the evaluation and interpretation of large data sets and the use of
techniques that allow the discriminatien between eause-effect relationships .
Such an analysis also ma y indicate which organisms are suitable bic-indicators
for impact analysis.
The secend approach : Direct tests with indicator organisms.
This approach is the classical testing of the effect of an effluent and/ or the
suspended solids on a test population o r individual organism. This includes
bio-assays in which the relative potency of a solution is ooropared with the
effect of a standard solution (such as the assays used in eutrophication
studies ) and, more i mportant he re, toxici ty tests in which the degree of
response produced by exposure to an effluent is being measured.
Both approaches 1-lill be discussed in some detail, for the first also some
original data will be presented.
Evaluation and generalization o f field experiences.
External influences on an ecosystem might be detected by their effects upon
the functioning andj or structure of the biological components . However,
generalization of observ ed effects is hampered by the naturally occurring
differences in functioning and structure among (c ommunities of) organisms due
to distribution and ecosystem development patterns. These patterns are
primarily determined by master factors as, for instance, seasonality, current
velocity , salinity, morphometry, acidity and sediment composition.
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An extensive study from 1985 to 198 7 included a wide variety of localities
throughout The Netherlands ( > 60) , select e d on the basis of type of sewe r
system and rece iv ing water . At each local~ty three s ampl ing s ites h a ve been
selected:
site A: in the immediate v icinity of the overflow·
site B: at some distance of the overflow but within its sphere of influence;
~ite C: a reference site in the sam~ type of water, close to, but not
~nfluenced by the overflow.
A~ effects of overflows o~ biological objects are expected to be ref lected in
d~ffere~t t~me scales (F~gur~ 2), depending on the type of o r ganism studied
and t~e~r hab1tat (!ree-floatlng or planktonic versus rooted or benthic ) the
sampl~ng programme ~ncluded :
'
programme S (ho:t ) : immediate ly after an overflow event;
programme M(ed1um): one to four days later;
programme L(ong ) : one or two weeks after an ove rf low e v ent;
programme B(background): a t least one month after an overflow event .
Depe~ding on m'?rphometry and ether characteristics of the sampling sites
(~ab1t<;tt selec:t1on)
and on the life-cy cle of the organi s ms, the following
b~olog~cal
obJects have been studied: phytoplankton (S & M)
microfauna
( zooplankton: S, M & L and zoobenthos: L), epiphytic diatoros' (B) , macroi nvertebrates (L & B ) and macrof l o ra (B) .
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Figure 2. Relation between temporal and spatial soales of the effects on the
various biological components , compared to the sampling programme
and site .
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Figure 3a (left).
_ Ordinat
, ion d.1agram o f sampling sites A and C on the basis of
Figure 3b rn~c7oh l nverteorate s pec les compo slt ion an d a bundance
r ~g t) · Ordination diagram of samoli n sites A .B
bas~s o f macro- in ve rt eb ral e s pecies èomp~sitio n an ct' a- b Ur_an
C on the
1d~
a~ce .
Clustering . (TWINSPANl. a nd ordination ( DECORANA) of the sampling sites on the
~as1~ of ~~ ~~la r~ty 1 n spec~es cornposition and abundance prove d to be usefu l
~~ v~sual1z1ng t he ef f e cts of o ve rflows on the biological objects mentioned
to 0':'~ • Only the :esul ~s of the macro- in·.rcüebrates investigations are used he re
1 . lustrate th~s. F1gure 3<;t s hows a diagram of the A and c sampling sites in
( sem1-~ s~agnant waters, ord~nated on the basis of thei r macrofauna s e cies
compo~1~~'?n and abundance. In c ontrast to
expec ta tion s, the A and cpsites
a~e dls~r~buted .randornly throughout the plot, indicating that the ordination
o
the s~tes (~ nclud~ng the B sites ) is not determined orimarily b v the
presence of an overflow. However, in Figure 3b it can be see~ that ordi~ation
o~ . a l l th~ s~tes ~s largely determ ined by the s ize of the receiv i ng water body
áo~rst pr~n c ~pa l ax~s) and t he sed~ment compos ition ( second principal axis ) .
.
the ~nf luenc ~ of overflows on macro- invertebrates
is only o f secondarv
1mportance. As s~te-spec~f~c o:::ond itions (mcrphomet r y and sedime nt compos i tion )
are so ~rnportant.' harmful ~ffects can only be detected when receiving .;:;;aters
are already s ubd 1v~ded 1n d ~ ff erent types.
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In genera!, the s malle r or more isolated the water body, the more pronounced
differences in species .composi ti on between the sites are. In large closed
waters organic matter, heavy metals etc. accuroulate in the deeper parts, and
there the first effects will be found .
As far as taxie components are not released or of secondary importance,
traditional biologica! assessment methods can also be used (Pantle and Buck ,
1955; Woodiwiss , 1964; Maller Pillot , 1971 ; Sládececk, 1973; Gardeniers and
Tolkamp, 1976) . These methods are based upon (groups of) species indicating
the saprob ie level, traditionally associated wi th measurements of the D. 0.,
biologica! oxygen demand and ammonium~
After an overflow event restoration of water quality is (partly) possible ,
particularly in the water p h ase. Recovery will largely depend on inoculation
of the water body v.•ith species. If the vlater body is isolated and difficult to
access inoculation is prevented. Soil conditions will deteriorate further
after each new event. Due to mineralization of organic matter oxygen
consumption will increase and heavy metals accumulate.
As indicated previously, the different biologica! components in an ecosystem
will react differently upon external changes. To illustrate the differences in
reaction (time) upon overflow events one type of surface water has been
selected to study the effects of overflows upon the different biologi ca!
components of the system. A pond frequently d i sturbed by overflows (Loenen)
has been studied intensively during one year (1984) using a fortnightly
sampling prcgramme. A non-disturbed pond in the neighbourhood has been used as
reference (Apeldoorn ) . Results of these investigations have been published by
Willemsen and Cuppen (1986) and by Reijackers and Ebbeng (1986). Effects on
macro- invertebrat es
we re nat pronounced. Important effects we re physically
induced,
e.g.
passive transportation by the incoming water masses
( j.nvertebrates,
plankton, benthic organisms) or changes in turbidi ty ( algae) .
The recurrent overflows in the detention pond prevented maturation of the
eccsystem and communi ty structure was minimal. The communi ties of epiphytic
diatoros in particular shcwed an architecture accomodated to the resistance of
flushing, whereas the epiphytic diatem communities in the reference pond
shov1ed a much more pronounced architecture. Discriminatien on sa probic degree
was possible, but fluctuations through time we re barely detected ( Figure 4:
top) . Phytoplankton reacted mainly upon changes in light elimate as nutrients
were never limiting . After an overflow event phytoplankton and turbidity
causing colleidal matter was flushed and the water mass became very
transparent for a few days. Due to the higher irradiance level phytoplankton
biomass increased and phytoplankton species were characterized by their high
turnover rate. Phytoplankton was nat suitable to indicate saprobic degrees
(F'igure 4: bot torn) . Zooplankton clearly reacted on water movements and input
of organic matter (Figure 4: middle). In the case of zooplankton and macroinvertebrat as
the importance of inoculation from the share vegetation (a
temporary refuge) was clearly indicated. From this study it was clear that
macro-invertebrates,
rnaeropbytes and epiphytic diatoros reflect the long term
effects of overflow events, whereas algae and micro-invertebrates reflect short
term effects (Figure 2).
On the basis of the above-mentioned studies a suitable biologica! component
can be selected for field observations, depending on the type of water and
objective of study. Also these studies show which species are ~uita~le
indicator organisms that can be used in laboratory stu~~es among wh~ch . bloassays are most popular. In future, however, more attent~on should be pa~d to
larger scale laboratory experiments, in which natural situations are reflected
better and more complex communities can be studied (Kersting, 1984a, b).
Enelosure experiments proved in several ether situations to be an excellent
tool in testing the effects of pollutants under natural conditions.
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Figure 4. The saprobic level according to Sládecek (1973) for a pond in Loenen
frequently disturbed by overflows and a reference pond in Apeldoorn
(from: Reijackers and Ebbeng, 1986).

TOXICITY TESTS, BIO-ASSAYS
In order to be relevant for field conditions taxicity tests and bio-assays
should represent as well as possible:
a) the (variations in) exposure time for t h e d ifferent organisms
b) the (variations in) Concentratiens of pollutants and concomitant physicochemical conditions
Most
standard tests do
nat take
into account time-concentratien
relationships: typically an organism is e x posed to a fixed concentratien for a
defined time period. In the environment the concentratien will decrease due to
degradation, dispersion, sed i mentation etc. The rate of decrease will be
different for the various cons t ituents in the waste-waters . Th i s is difficult
to simulate in a laboratory test.
Exposure time.
Besides the remaval rates of pollutants and the fading away of actverse
conditions of pH, low DO etc., the e xposure timefora biologica! test should
take into account the flow conditions in the receiving wate r a nd the mobility
of the organism used as a bic-indicator. In running waters the e xposure time
will be short for mobile organisms (fish), somewhat longer for pass ive
organisms rnav ing along with the water (phytoplankton, zooplankton) and s hort
for aquatic weeds. In stagnant linear waters (ditches, can a ls ) the
e xpos ure
time will be langer , especial ly for sessile organisms, while exposure time i s
long for all organisms in closed water bodi es (ponds, lakes). I n the sedime nts
the exposure time will be long, except for read i ly degradable matter.
From the above it fellows that tests on organi sms living in the water phase
should primarily be acute taxicity tests. Such tests are frequentl y mortality
tests, in which the median lethal concentrat i on LC50 is est imated after a
preset, fixed time of exposure. This concentratien causing 50 % mortality has
the l east variability in the concentratien-response curve. The exposure time
is generally 24, 48 or 96 h. Other effects are sametimes measured instead of
mortality, such as suppression of growth in algae, immobility or loss of
equilibrium in invertebrat es . The expression EC50 is used in such cases: median
effective concentration.
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Although t ox i cologist s generally pre fer flow-through test conditions, a static
test rnay be more representative for overflows frorn sewer systems. In such
tests the salution (effluent) is add ed to the dilution water in the desired
proporti o n after which the test o r ganisrns are added without any change of
water during the test . This exposure system allows degradation, build up of
roetabolie products, adsorption, volatilization and depletion of oxygen to
occur . All this is more realistic, but a lso more difficul t to doeurnent and
standardize. Of particular interest is the probability o( synergistic effects
wi th low oxygen concentrat i ons. For instanee the LC50 for 96 h exposure of
rainbow trout has been shown to decrease with decreasing DO concentratien
(Thurston, 1981 , in Russo, 1985) .
For CSO's the recurrence time is generally long . This means that the fate of
organisms with a short life cycle is not very interesting and rnainly higher
organ~sms should be tested.
For isolated systems where recolonization is a
problem this is not necessarily true. For storm water discharges the
recurrence time is much short er, hence short 1 i ving organisms may become
important; certainly as they serve also as a food souree (algae). In the case
of algae stimulation of growth may occur as well as a consequence of nutrient
addition. A bio-as say may then ind i cate the potential for growth stimulation
but a chemical analy s is of nitrogen and phosphate may be adequate.
'
As discharges ge n era l ly o ccur during all seasons, it seems appropriate to pay
special attention to the early life stages, eggs etc . , because these tend to
be the most sensitive, probably due to the absence of a detoxification
mechanism.
Organisms living in sedirnents are exposed to more prolonged harmful
conditions. Except for readily biodegradable and volatile compounds, the
pollutants associated with settling particles will exert their influence on
benthic organisms for periods wh i ch well may exceed the recurrence time of
overflow events. Hence chronic tests seem appropriate. A major problem with
chronic taxicity tests in general is that they are expensive. In the case of
CSO or storm water it is also difficult to have the disposal of a supply of
test salution of constant and well defined composition. These are reasans to
consicter methods of extrapolating acute taxicity tests. For this purpose the
concept of an application factor (AF) has been developed, which is the
Maximum Acceptable Toxic Concentratien (MATC) divided by LC50. Instead of MATC
also the range in which it lies: No Observed Effect Concentratien (NOEC) to
Lewest Observed Effect Concentratien (LOEC) is used to define the AF value.
The assumption is that the ratio between the chronic test values (MATC, NOEC
and LOEC) and the acute taxicity value LC50 is relatively independent of the
species tested for a specific chernical (Rand and Petrocelli, 1985) . As a
consequence the tests need not to be performed with long living organisms for
which the test period may be as long as one year. Instead the tests can be
made with for instanee Daphnia-species to assess the AF value, after which
only an acute test with ether re l evant species is needed . For application to
benthic organisms exposed to qui te different substrates than Daphnia this
camparisen fails of course.
Furtherrnore no information regarding the
independency of AF for complex effluents is known to the authors.
Extrapolation of Early Life Stage tests to MATC has proven to be succesful in
many cases (McKim, 1985) for individual toxicants and some support is
available that also for mixtures, including sewage, MATC can be derived from
ELS tests.
Hence this direction seerns to be promising for further
developrnent. A major problern rnay be that the concentratien in effluents is
insufficient to assess the LC50 value properly, whereas dil ut ion in the
receiving water is nat such that chronic effects can be excluded off-hand.
Concentratien of effluents will affect their physico-chemical properties.
Concentratien effects.
Test conditions should represent as well as possible:
- the variations in cornposition of the effluent;
- the variations in volume of the discharge and hence the in i tial dilution in
the receiving water;
- the temporal and spatial gradients in concentrations in the receiving
w"ter.
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The maximum concentra~iton in the receiving water will be that of the non diluted effluent as ~
may pu~h aside stagnant water or is mixed with
i~significant
flows i~ a r~ce~ving stream. With increasing time andjor
dlstance the concentrat~ons w~ll decrease. There is a distribution in effects
t'? be expected rel<:ted to the .
distr~bution in concentrations and exposu r e
t7mes. As stated ~r: the prev~ous sect~on, the decreasing concentrations in
tlm7 ~ue to react~ons. may be . simulated by performing stationary tests .
V'7r~a~~ons d~e
to spat~al grad~e.nts. ';lnd mixing can be simulated by usi ng
dllut~on ser1es.
~n each of. the lndlVldual test solutions also the temporal
effect of degradatlon etc. Wlll occur to a certain extent.
Genera~ly the maximum taxicity will be the most impo rtant quant i ty to assess .
For ~h~s ~t may be necessary to know the seasonal variatien in flow of the
rece1v1ng water and the most sensitive life stage of the species to be tested
Us~al~y the rn?st critical conditions for these two variables will not
c:olnClde; .for lnstance the most sensitive life stage in the spring and low
flow condltlons ln the (late) summer. Low flow and high temperatu r e will
frequently go tagether and may induce low DO levels . This all accentuates the
importance of arranging the test as much as possible in accordance with the
local, site-specific conditions.
The tre~tment of th~
variatien in effluent composition and strength
nece~sa~ l ly must be.slmple. The more toxic conditions deserve most attention,
b~t lt lS ~ot practlcal to 7tore effluents and perfarm tests with the samples
w~th the hlghest concentrat1ons. It seems to be more appropriate to test one
or two sampled e~fluents in a dil~tion series and to extrapolate the measured
effects to the hlgher concentrat1on range on the basis of a distribution of
concentrations. This distribution may fellow from chemical analyses of a
greater number of samples. E~trapolation to the geometrie mean o~ the highest
quartlle of concentratlons m1ght be a reasonable approach. Alternatively model
results can be used but for quality the results are still rather poor . Of
course. a g~eat number of constituents in the effluent plays a rele and the
var1at1on .~n concentratien will be different for each variable . So the
extrapolat1on suggested should be applied to the variable(s) which is (are )
susp7cted to domina te the effects. Th is can be based on the re sul ts of
chem1cal analyses and data on the taxicity of indiv idual c h emicals.
R7sults of acute toxicity tests performed according to the general guidelines
d1scussed above, should then also serve to assess chro nic t oxicitv. For most
chem1cals studied the chronic tcxic concentrati e n is higher than -1 % of the
acute taxicity concentration. Macek ( 1985) reports that the limited data on
comp~ex ~aste waters and treated industrial effluents provide evidence that an
app~1cat1on
factor in the range of 0. 05-0.1 would be a reasonably good
est:~mate .

Field testing.
on-site testing in principle would be more informative and realisti~
ln several respects, it is practically d ifficult due to the stochastic nature
of overflows . For a limited number of organ i sms however , comparativ e tests in
the fleld can ~e set up. For instanee in streams, flow-through enclosures wi th
the test organ1sm can be placed upstream and downstre a m of a discharge. For a
more or less frequent d1scharge from a separated sewer pipe such an
arrangement can be very useful. Sessi l e plants a nd animals and (caged) f i sh
can be used.
~lthough

MATHEMATICAL MODELS
These will be discussed in ether contributions in this volume. Here it
suffices to state that, although ecological effects cannot yet be predicted
properly by model~, a v:aluable contribut ion to the insight in the fa te and
effects of spec1f1c toxlc.ants can be obtained fr om mathematical roodels. They
com~ l ement ether lnformatlon and help to organize studies and the ana l ysis of
thel~
resul ts · In this respect the roodels TOXHIASP and EXAI1S should be
ment~oned, see e.g. Mulkey et~ (1986).
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